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Bills Introduced to Protect People and the Planet Warrant All-Party Support

Human Rights and the Environment should be Non-Partisan Issues

Two private Members’ bills introduced in the House of Commons today would, if passed, help protect people and the planet. These bills deserve all-party support.

Canadian companies often profit from overseas operations that harm both people and the planet. And the harm we are talking about isn’t trivial. It ranges from forced labour – tantamount to modern slavery – to permanent land and water contamination to tactics such as house-demolition and gang-rape used to forcibly relocate and subdue people to make room for Canadian mining operations.

“Canadian companies have been left unfettered for far too long to profit from their harmful overseas practices,” said Emily Dwyer, Policy Director for the Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability (CNCA). “Ending modern slavery, respecting human rights and protecting the environment are non-partisan issues. These private Members’ bills warrant all-party support.”

Bill C-262, An Act respecting the corporate responsibility to prevent, address and remedy adverse impacts on human rights occurring in relation to business activities conducted abroad, would require companies to review all their business activities, identify actual and potential risks to people and the planet, take steps to mitigate the risks, and ensure remedy for those harmed. This is called human rights and environmental due diligence.

Simply put, if this bill is passed and a company causes harm or fails to do its human rights and environmental due diligence, those affected would have the statutory right to bring a civil lawsuit against that company in a Canadian court to seek justice and remedy.

Bill C-263, An Act to establish the Office of the Commissioner for Responsible Business Conduct Abroad and to make consequential amendments to other Acts, also tabled today, would invest the Canadian Ombudsperson for Responsible Enterprise (CORE) with the powers needed to do its job. Effectively, when the government created CORE, it was in name only. Without powers to order the production of documents and compel witness testimony under oath, the CORE is an ineffective office. Bill C-263 would change that.

Several European countries have already taken action, and similar laws to the bills put forward today are already in place or are being developed in France, Germany and Norway, among others. Internationally, Canada is a laggard for not having binding rules to protect people and the planet.
“What is needed is legislation that requires companies to change their behaviour or face significant consequences,” said Dwyer. “These bills would do that, and we call for all-party support to ensure that Canadian companies respect human rights and the environment throughout their supply chains.”
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**Background**

*The Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability (CNCA) is a cross-country, non-partisan network of 40 organisations advocating for stronger accountability for Canadian businesses working abroad. In May 2021, the CNCA published model legislation for mandatory human rights and environmental due diligence, advanced through its Human Rights and Accountability: Non-negotiable campaign.*

- [Link to bill C-262](#) (“Corporate Responsibility to Protect Human Rights Act”, tabled by Peter Julian, New Westminster-Burnaby)
- [Link to bill C-263](#) (“Responsible Business Conduct Abroad Act”, tabled by Heather McPherson, Edmonton-Strathcona)
- [Media backgrounder on due diligence legislation](#)
- [FAQ on due diligence legislation](#)

A CNCA press conference is planned for 12:15 pm ET March 29 at this link: [bit.ly/3LhsSyV](#).

**Additional quotes:**

“The responsibility to address corporate abuse cannot be left to companies. These bills are crucial for Canada to shift its approach, tackle corporate impunity and fulfill its international human rights obligations. They must be supported.” *Ketty Nyvbandi, Amnesty International Canada*

“I urge the Canadian government to do what it should have done years ago. To do what millions of women, Indigenous and other racialized communities worldwide have been calling for - to finally put an end to weak corporate accountability oversight in this country. It is high time that Canada establish a people and planet first approach to business.” *Aisha Francis, KAIROS: Canadian Ecumenical Justice Initiatives*
“Unaccountable exploitation and greed drive the climate crisis, biodiversity loss and pollution all of which are linked to escalating violence against land and environmental defenders. Environmental justice will only be served by binding legislation to hold corporations accountable for their actions and their profits. The two bills introduced today in Canada's Parliament can deliver on this accountability and deserve all party support.”  

Beatrice Olivastri, FOE Canada